ESSAY ON SECURITY THREATS IN PAKISTAN
A fundamentalist Muslim movement whose militia took control of much of Afghanistan from early and in took Kabul and
set up an Isla.

It remains to be seen how successful these efforts will be, but an Al-Qaeda recruiting campaign is underway in
several of the ISIS hot spots discussed above. If IS would succeeded in taking maintain of Afghanistan or
Taliban decides to affix IS or the each Taliban and IS would begin working collectively then it might convey a
devastating impact for Pakistan and the entire area. Starting with about in Treating Jamaat-ud-Dawa with kid
gloves is but one issue that has raised questions about the sincerity and comprehensiveness of the Pakistani
crackdown. Every government has always ignored them considering as minor. With respect to Pakistan
another problem in this regard is melting of its glaciers, all of which could disappear within the next thirty
years. The increasing militancy and extremism are leading towards irregular migration and displaced persons.
On the contrary, illiterate society closes the doors of prosperity. From clerical staff to higher officers and
bureaucrats, all are involved in corruption of one kind or the other. The CIA and allied intelligence agencies
continue to hunt down professional terrorists who plot mass destruction in the West. The life style is totally
changed. All these problems seem to have become fate of our country. A map produced by the ODNI
underscores the global nature of the threat. Poverty is a sort of curse which is making life miserable. It did
nothing of the kind, putting out at best a meek statement. Pakistanis with good reason point to US and Saudi
policies dating back to the war against the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, if not earlier. And some of these
branches of the so-called caliphate still threaten the United States and its allies. Kashmir issue remains at the
top of the list. It not only promotes terrorism in different parts of the country but also a safe heaven for
theorists and criminal gangs. Granted, it is easy to look in from the outside and be critical. This sectarian
violence can be categorized into inter-faith violence and sectarian violence.

